Targeting gene-virotherapy of cancer.
Our purpose is to completely elimination of xenograft tumor in animal tumor model in order to work out a protocal for the cure of patient. Gene therapy and viral therapy for cancer have got some therapeutic effects, but both have no great breakthrough. Therefore, we worked out a new strategy called Targeting Gene-Virotherapy of Cancer which is a combination of the advantage of gene therapy and virotherapy. This new strategy has stronger antitumor effect than either of them alone. A tumor specific replicative adenovirus vector ZD55 (E1B 55KD deleted Adv.) which is similar to ONYX-015 in targeting fuction but significant different in construction was produced and various single therapeutic gene was inserted into ZD55. Now such a conception as Targeting Gene-Virotherapy of Cancer was raised and systemically studied before, although there are some works on ONYX-015-tk, -cd or cd/-tk etc. separately. The antitumor effect of ZD55-Gene (for example IL-24 gene) is much better than ZD55 (virotherapy) alone and hundred fold high than that of Ad-IL-24 (gene therapy) alone. ZD55-IL-24 was in preclinal studying in the ZD55-IL-24 therapy, completely elimination of tumor mass was occurred in some mice but not in all mice, that means one gene was not effictive enough to eliminate all the tumor mass in all mice. Therefore two genes with compensative or synergetic effect were inserted into ZD55 separately and used in combination. This strategy was called Targeting Dual Gene-Virotherapy of Cancer (with PCT patent). Then much better results were obtained and all the xenograft tumor masses were completely eliminated in all mice, if two suitable genes were chosen. On the basis of the initiation of two gene results, it was thought about that using two tumors promoter to control the virus vector will be better for the targeting effect and the safty of the drugs. Then double tumor controlled virus vector harboring two genes for cancer therapy was worked out. Better results have been obtained and another patent has been applied. This antitumor strategy could be used to kill all the tumor cells completely in all mice with minimum damage to normal cells.